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Abstract

This research proposes a systematic and effective optimization process for the design of vertical passive
suspension of light rail vehicles (LRVs) using new constrained multiobjective evolution algorithms. A
multibody dynamic model of the three-car train set is presented and the suspension spring and damping
parameters are optimally designed. A new design of the passive suspension is aided by the use of evolution
algorithms to attain the best compromise between ride quality and suspension deflections due to irregular
gradient tracks. Extensive simulations are performed to verify the proposed design scheme. The preliminary
results show that, when the passive suspension is optimized via the proposed approach, a substantial
improvement in the vertical ride quality is obtained while keeping the suspension deflections within their
allowable clearance when the light rail vehicle runs onto the worst track condition.
r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The major functions of suspension for light rail vehicles (LRVs) are to support the carbody and
bogie, to isolate the forces generated by the track unevenness at the wheels, and to control the
see front matter r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

SðjÞ spatial power spectral density (PSD) of
track vertical profile

A1 roughness constant of spatial power
spectral density ð4:5e–4 in2 cpfÞ

j spatial frequency (cpf, cycle/ft)
j1;j2 break frequencies of spatial power

spectral density (0.0071 cpf, 0.04 cpf)
o circular frequency (rad/s)
v nominal light rail vehicle velocity

(70 km/h)
y1 vertical displacement of the centre of

gravity (c.g.) position of first power-
carbody (1 dof)

y2 vertical displacement of the c.g. posi-
tion of trailer-carbody (2 dof)

y3 vertical displacement of the c.g. posi-
tion of second power-carbody (3 dof)

y1 pitch angle of the c.g. position of first
power-carbody (4 dof)

y2 pitch angle of the c.g. position of
trailer-carbody (5 dof)

y3 pitch angle of the c.g. position of
second power-carbody (6 dof)

y4 vertical displacement of the c.g. posi-
tion of first power-bogie (7 dof)

y5 vertical displacement of the c.g. posi-
tion of trailer-bogie (8 dof)

y6 vertical displacement of the c.g. posi-
tion of second power-bogie (9 dof)

y7 track vertical profile (track irregularity)
for first power-bogie (base motion
input)

y8 track vertical profile (track irregularity)
for trailer-bogie (base motion input)

y9 track vertical profile (track irregularity)
for second power-bogie (base motion
input)

y10 vertical displacement of the suspension

position of first power-carbody
y12 vertical displacement of the rear posi-

tion of first power-carbody
y13 vertical displacement of the front posi-

tion of trailer-carbody (connecting first
power-carbody)

y24 vertical displacement of the rear posi-
tion of trailer-carbody (connecting sec-
ond power-carbody)

y11 vertical displacement of the suspension
position of second power-carbody

y23 vertical displacement of the rear posi-
tion of second power-carbody

mp power-carbody mass (10820 kg)
Ip power-carbody pitch inertia

ð71000 kgm2Þ

mt trailer-carbody mass (4470 kg)
I t trailer-carbody pitch inertia

ð6000 kgm2Þ

mpb power-bogie mass (2940 kg)
mtb trailer-bogie mass (1150 kg)
d1 distance between c.g. and suspension

positions of power-carbody (2.825m)
d2 distance between c.g. and rear positions

of power-carbody (6m)
d3 distance between c.g. and end positions

of trailer-carbody (1.9625m)
k1; c1 spring and damping constants of sec-

ondary suspension of power-carbody
k2; c2 spring and damping constants of sec-

ondary suspension of trailer-carbody
k3; c3 spring and damping constants of pri-

mary suspension of power-carbody
k4; c4 spring and damping constants of pri-

mary suspension of trailer-carbody
k spring constant of articulation

(1630000N/m)
x; z state and output variables of dynamic

system
J1; J2; J3 objective function of three vehicles
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attitude of the carbody with respect to the track surface for providing ride comfort. Accordingly,
the suspension influences vehicle ride comfort and stability, and should be designed to isolate
the carbody from track roughness, and to maintain suitable space between the track and
carbody.
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In the past decades, only a limited number of papers have been focused on the optimal design of
railway vehicle suspensions [1]. Recently, researchers have paid more attention to the
investigation of problems of this kind [2–4]. In the traditional design approaches, suspension
parameters are designed on the basis of the suspension’s maximum stroke, static deflection and
bouncing natural frequency of carbodies. In practice, the acceleration of carbodies and the total
suspension deflection due to irregular gradient track must be considered simultaneously.
However, it is usually a difficult objective to meet all conflicting objectives among ride comfort
and suspension compactness. Finding suspension parameters to simultaneously satisfy all
conflicting objectives is so complicated that it is difficult to solve analytically or even numerically.
Fortunately, recent applications in genetic algorithms (GAs) [2,3,5] and evolution algorithms
(EAs) [6–8] offer efficient ways to resolve the problem. EAs involving the parallel process are
stochastic optimization algorithms, which work directly with the real representation of the
parameter set searching from an initial population. Compared to the genetic algorithms (GAs) [9],
EAs’ transition rules are deterministic and the constraints are handled with the non-feasible
individual eliminated. Because of the real representation of parameters the coding and decoding
processes can be omitted. Considering many points in the search space, an EA has less chance of
converging to the local optimum and is more likely to converge to the global one. This means that
it can result in higher accurate solutions while solving for the optimization problems. In Ref. [10],
a tutorial survey of recent works on penalty techniques used in general genetic algorithms was
presented.

The simplest and most common type of suspensions are the passive systems, which use dampers
and springs between the carbody and the bogie (i.e. secondary suspension), and between the bogie
and the axles (i.e. primary suspension) to support the carbody and to isolate disturbances from the
track to the carbody. In this study, a 9 degree of freedom (dof) multibody dynamic model of a
three-car train set is developed and eight suspension spring and damping parameters under
selection are optimized. An EA is used to achieve the best compromise between ride quality,
primary and secondary suspension deflections due to irregular gradient track. Here we develop a
new constrained multiobjective evolution algorithm to assist the suspension design and handle the
unavoidable conflict between the ride quality and suspension deflection. The effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm is verified with extensive computer simulations.
2. LRV configuration and track characteristics

The LRV considered is composed of two power-carbodies with two power-bogies (each
equipped with two traction motors), one trailer-carbody with one trailer-bogie, as shown in Fig. 1.
Each end carbody is connected with one power-bogie by the use of a bolster, while the middle
carbody is directly connected with one bolsterless trailer-bogie. An articulation is used to connect
the power-carbody and the trailer-carbody. The low floor area is about 70% of the total floor
area. The track gauge is 1067mm. The primary suspension consists of rubber chevrons and the
secondary suspension comprises coil springs and dampers.

To design the passive railway suspensions, the response to the deterministic (the design
alignment) and random inputs of the track (track irregularities) must be taken into account.
Typical railway gradients are considered for checking the suspension deflections due to the
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Fig. 1. Layout of the prototype for the presented LRV.
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deterministic input of the track. In addition, the random track, representing the roughness of a
typical line, is derived from a spatial power spectrum of the track vertical profile. The spatial
power spectral density (PSD) of the track vertical profile can be expressed as [11]

SðjÞ ¼
A1j2

2ðj
2 þ j2

1Þ

j4ðj2 þ j2
2Þ

: (1)

Using the relation j ¼ f =v and Sðf Þ ¼ SðjÞ=v; where v is the velocity of LRV, we can obtain the
PSD of track vertical profile Sðf Þ [12].
3. LRV modelling

Due to symmetry, only a single side of the LRV model needs to be considered in the vertical
direction; see Fig. 2. There are 2 dofs for each carbody associated with its bounce and pitch
motions, and 1 dof for each bogie associated with its bounce motion. Consequently, a 9 dof
dynamic model is built. The base motion input to the LRV is the track vertical profile and the
track gradient, which takes the time delay into consideration. Another concern is the movements
of the suspension mounting and the articulation (end) positions of the LRV, which may be
represented as follows:
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Fig. 2. Multibody dynamic model of LRV.
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y10 ¼ y1 � d1y1; y12 ¼ y1 þ d2y1; y13 ¼ y2 � d3y2;

y24 ¼ y2 þ d3y2; y23 ¼ y3 � d2y3; y11 ¼ y3 þ d1y3: (2)

The force in the secondary suspension between the carbody and the bogie is due to the relative
displacement of suspension mounting. In particular, the force in articulation between carbodies is
due to the relative displacement of articulation. The articulation is modelled as a spring with
vertical deflection capacity. Using the d’Alembert force method [13], the mathematical
representation for the LRV is rigorously derived as follows:

mp €y1 þ c1 _y1 � c1d1
_y1 � c1 _y4 þ ðk1 þ kÞy1 � ky2 þ ðkd2 � k1d1Þy1 þ kd3y2 � k1y4 ¼ 0;

mt €y2 þ c2 _y2 � c2 _y5 � ky1 þ ðk2 þ 2kÞy2 � ky3 � kd2y1 þ kd2y3 � k2y5 ¼ 0;

mp €y3 þ c1 _y3 þ c1d1
_y3 � c1 _y6 � ky2 þ ðk1 þ kÞy3 � kd3y2 þ ðk1d1 � kd2Þy3 � k1y6 ¼ 0;

Ip
€y1 � c1d1 _y1 þ c1d2

1
_y1 þ c1d1 _y4 þ ðkd2 � k1d1Þy1 � kd2y2 þ ðk1d2

1 þ kd2
2Þy1 þ kd2d3y2 þ k1d1y4 ¼ 0;

It
€y2 þ kd3y1 � kd3y3 þ kd2d3y1 þ 2kd2

3y2 þ kd2d3y3 ¼ 0;

Ip
€y3 þ c1d1 _y3 þ c1d2

1
_y3 � c1d1 _y6 þ kd2y2 þ ðk1d1 � kd2Þy3 þ kd2d3y2 þ ðk1d2

1 þ kd2
2Þy3 � k1d1y6 ¼ 0;

mpb €y4 � c1 _y1 þ c1d1
_y1 þ ðc1 þ c3Þ _y4 � k1y1 þ k1d1y1 þ ðk1 þ k3Þy4 ¼ k3y7 þ c3 _y7;

mtb €y5 � c2 _y2 þ ðc2 þ c4Þ _y5 � k2y2 þ ðk2 þ k4Þy5 ¼ k4y8 þ c4 _y8;

mpb €y6 � c1 _y3 � c1d1
_y3 þ ðc1 þ c3Þ _y6 � k1y3 � k1d1y3 þ ðk1 þ k3Þy6 ¼ k3y9 þ c3 _y9; (3)
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where mi €yjðI i
€yjÞ; ci _yj ðcidj _yk; cidj

_yk and cid
2
j
_ykÞ and kiyj ðkidjyk; kidjyk and kid

2
j ykÞ are the inertia

force, damping force and spring force, respectively. The main outputs of interest from the vehicle
are the body accelerations at various measurement positions and the suspension deflections.

The set of equations of motion can be lumped into a second-order matrix equation:

½M�f €qg þ ½C�f _qg þ ½K �fqg ¼ frg; (4)

where the generalized coordinates vector q ¼ ½y1y2y3y1y2y3y4y5y6�
T; the inertia matrix, the

damping matrix, and the stiffness matrix, and r 2 R9 are, respectively, defined as follows:

M ¼ diagðmp;mt;mp; Ip; It; Ip;mpb;mtb;mpbÞ;

C ¼

c1 0 0 �c1d1 0 0 �c1 0 0

0 c2 0 0 0 0 0 �c2 0

0 0 c1 0 0 c1d1 0 0 �c1

�c1d1 0 0 c1d2
1 0 0 c1d1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 c1d1 0 0 c1d2
1 0 0 �c1d1

�c1 0 0 c1d1 0 0 c1 þ c3 0 0

0 �c2 0 0 0 0 0 c2 þ c4 0

0 0 �c1 0 0 �c1d1 0 0 c1 þ c3

2
66666666666666664

3
77777777777777775

;

K ¼

k þ k1 �k 0 �k1d1 þ kd2 kd3 0 �k1 0 0

�k k2 þ 2k �k �kd2 0 kd2 0 �k2 0

0 �k k1 þ k 0 �kd3 k1d1 � kd2 0 0 �k1

�k1d1 þ kd2 �kd2 0 k1d2
1 þ kd2

2 kd2d3 0 k1d1 0 0

kd3 0 �kd3 kd2d3 2kd2
3 kd2d3 0 0 0

0 kd2 k1d1 � kd2 0 kd2d3 k1d2
1 þ kd2

2 0 0 �k1d1

�k1 0 0 k1d1 0 0 k1 þ k3 0 0

0 �k2 0 0 0 0 0 k2 þ k4 0

0 0 �k1 0 0 �k1d1 0 0 k1 þ k3

2
66666666666666664

3
77777777777777775

;

r ¼ ½0 0 0 0 0 0 k3y7 þ c3 _y7 k4y8 þ c4 _y8 k3y9 þ c3 _y9�
T

Or equivalently,

_xðtÞ ¼ AxðtÞ þ BrðtÞ;

zðtÞ ¼ GxðtÞ þ HrðtÞ; (5)
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where xðtÞ ¼ ½q _q�T; rðtÞ and zðtÞ are the state vector, input vector and output vector, respectively,
and

A ¼
0 I9

�M�1K �M�1C

� �
; B ¼

0

M�1

� �
; G ¼

I9 0

0 I9

�M�1K �M�1C

2
64

3
75; H ¼

0

0

M�1

2
64

3
75;

where A; B; G and H are the system matrix, input matrix, output matrix and direct transmission
matrix, respectively, I9�9 is the 9� 9 identity matrix, the state variables x1; . . . ; x6 are the vertical
position and pitch angle of carbodies referred to a static equilibrium point, respectively, x7;x8;x9

are the vertical position of bogies referring to a static equilibrium point, respectively, the state
variables, x10; . . . ;x18 are the time derivative of x1; . . . ;x9 respectively, z1; . . . ; z18 are the output
variables corresponding to x1; . . . ;x18; and the output variables z19; . . . ; z27 are the vertical
acceleration and angular acceleration of carbodies and the vertical acceleration of bogies,
respectively.
4. Problem formulation

The passive suspension parameters are finely tuned, under the practical constraints, to achieve
satisfactory ride quality as far as possible. In this passive suspension design study, eight
parameters, c1; . . . ; c4; k1; . . . ; k4; are to be determined simultaneously.
4.1. Formulation of objectives

The discomfort coefficient is related to the vertical acceleration acting on the passenger.
Therefore, the ride quality at each vehicle is defined by directly measuring the accelerations at the
gravity centre of the vehicle, at the secondary suspensions mounting, and at the articulation. For a
practical suspension design, the following factors should be simultaneously considered: the ride
quality due to track irregularity, the primary suspension deflection due to track irregularity, the
secondary suspension deflection due to track irregularity, the primary suspension deflection due to
track gradient and the secondary suspension deflection due to track gradient. The worst case, i.e.
the irregular gradient track, contains the track irregularity and gradient condition. Therefore, the
last four factors can be reduced to two, i.e. the primary and secondary deflection due to irregular
gradient track.

To conclude the previous observations, it is meaningful to define the averaged r.m.s.
acceleration of each vehicle with regard to the random gradient track profiles as the following
indexes:

J1 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

3N

XN

j¼1

½ €y2
10ðjtÞ þ €y2

1ðjtÞ þ €y2
12ðjtÞ�

vuut ; (6)
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J2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

3N

XN

j¼1

½ €y2
13ðjtÞ þ €y2

2ðjtÞ þ €y2
24ðjtÞ�

vuut ; (7)

J3 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

3N

XN

j¼1

½ €y2
23ðjtÞ þ €y2

3ðjtÞ þ €y2
11ðjtÞ�

vuut ; (8)

where N is the number of sampling cycles for measuring the related transient signals, and t is the
sampling period. The acceleration of vehicle 2 is taken as the major objective and those of vehicles
1 and 3 are treated as the minor objective.

The suspension travel is composed of static deflection due to the vertical motion of the carbody
and bogie, and dynamic deflection due to the load input from irregular gradient tracks. For an
irregular gradient track profile, the suspensions must allow movement within the maximum travel
range; therefore, six suspension deflections are specified as the constraints:

g11 ¼ max
j

jy10ðjtÞ � y4ðjtÞj; g12 ¼ max
j

jy4ðjtÞ � y7ðjtÞj;

g21 ¼ max
j

jy2ðjtÞ � y5ðjtÞj; g22 ¼ max
j

jy5ðjtÞ � y8ðjtÞj;

g31 ¼ max
j

jy11ðjtÞ � y6ðjtÞj; g32 ¼ max
j

jy6ðjtÞ � y9ðjtÞj: (9)

Larger primary and secondary suspension deflections are, in principle, due to the precipitous
track gradients, whereas larger vertical accelerations of the vehicle are owing to the abrupt
random tracks. We thus create a random gradient track as the experimental platform to pick up
an appropriate combination of the parameter sets ~c ¼ ½c1 c2 c3 c4�

T and ~k ¼ ½k1 k2 k3 k4�
T:

A three-performance index reflecting the r.m.s. vertical accelerations of the vehicle and ensuring
the requirement of ride comfort is investigated. Our objective is to search for an appropriate
combination of ~k and ~c that makes every objective achieve its optimum while satisfying six
constraints imposed on six suspensions. To tackle the issue, we define a minimax problem as
follows:

min
k1�k4 ;
c1�c4

Að ~k; ~cÞ9min
k1�k4 ;
c1�c4

max
i¼1;...;3

Jið
~k; ~cÞ

Fi

; (10)

where Fi is the weighting factor with respect to the ith objective function Ji: To broaden the
presented approach to cover the general cases of both non-differentiable and differentiable Ji; we
approximate Að ~k; ~cÞ to be a smooth function in the following form [14] as follows:

Að ~k; ~cÞ ffi Āð ~k; ~cÞ; (11)

where

Ā ¼
1

r
ln

X3
i¼1

erðJið
~k;~cÞ=FiÞ

 !
;
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with the scalar rb ln n: Through the substitution we may directly adopt the following
formulation:

min
~k;~c

Āð ~k; ~cÞ: (12)

To employ the searching algorithm the current problem, the control gains must be related to the
fitness function f̄ ð ~k; ~cÞ: Intuitively, we have

f̄ ð ~k; ~cÞ /
1

Āð ~k; ~cÞ
: (13)

A linear equation can be introduced to connect Āð ~k; ~cÞ and f̄ ð ~k; ~cÞ as follows:

f̄ ð ~k; ~cÞ ¼ lĀð ~k; ~cÞ þ z; (14)

where l ¼ ðf̄ u � f̄ lÞ=ðĀl � ĀuÞ and z ¼ f̄ u � lĀl with Āu and Āl being the largest and smallest
values evaluated in the generation, and f̄ u and f̄ l being the corresponding fitness values,
respectively.

4.2. Optimization problem with constraints

Constrained optimization deals with the problem of optimizing an objective function in the
presence of equality or inequality constraints. The constrained problem provides conditions to
criticize the solutions from the solution space. For the current problem, we define a generalized,
constrained multiobjective fitness model as follows:

max
~k;~c

f̄ ð ~k; ~cÞ; (15)

subject to gijð
~k; ~cÞpbij ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; j ¼ 1; 2; (16)

where bij reflects the permissible travel range of suspensions.
The constraints we considered cannot be directly connected to the previously described

multiobjective fitness function (15) in the current stage. Consequently, a penalty technique should
be imposed to solve the problem. With this technique, the infeasible solutions will be less effective
than the feasible ones during the process of selecting the optimal solution. To achieve this goal, we
define the following constrained multiobjective fitness function:

f ð ~k; ~cÞ ¼ f̄ ð ~k; ~cÞpð ~k; ~cÞ; (17)

where the penalty function is defined as

pð ~k; ~cÞ ¼ 1�
1

6

X2
i¼1

X3
j¼1

Dbijð
~k; ~cÞ

Dbmax
ij

 !kij

; (18)

Dbijð
~k; ~cÞ ¼ maxf0; gijð

~k; ~cÞ � bijg; (19)

Dbmax
ij ð ~k; ~cÞ ¼ maxf�;Dbijð

~k; ~cÞg; (20)
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in which kij is a modification parameter used to balance the magnitude sensitivity of each term
Dbij=Dbmax

ij ; Dbijð
~k; ~cÞ is the value of violation for the ith constraint, and � is a small positive

number used to have penalty avoid zero-division.
5. EA-based parameter search

The basic element processed by an EA is a vector formed by all kij and cij: For the current
problem, the population set for w individuals is given by

S ¼ fk1; k2; . . . ; kwg; (21)

where k ¼ ½vecTk1 . . . vecTkn vecTc1 . . . vecTcn�
T; with the ‘vec’ operator being defined as vecP ¼

½p11 . . . pm1
..
.
p12 . . . pm2

..

.
. . . ..

.
p1m . . . pmm�

T in which P 2 Rm�m:
The idea of ES is to represent an individual as a pair of float-valued vector v ¼ ðki;Nð0; s2ÞÞ

where the first vector ki represents a point in the search space and Nð0; s2Þ is a vector of
independent random Gaussian numbers with zero mean and standard deviation of s: The search
of new points in based on the mutation operator. In ðw; lÞ ES [7], the search starts by generating w

parents in each generation. We choose the number of offsprings lbw: Then the offsprings are
generated by mutation, as a result of the addition of random numbers. Each mutant is subjected
to the constraints imposed and the non-feasible one is eliminated. Selection of the qualified
mutant is performed until all members are feasible. Next, the l members are sorted according to
the magnitude of the objective function values defined in Eq. (17). Then the w bests of the l
members generated become the parents of the next generation. The offspring (mutant) is accepted
as a new member of the population if it has better fitness. Otherwise, the offspring is eliminated,
and the original parent remains. Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the operation of the depicted ES.
real code of solution

objective function

evolution operators

specified knowledge

Multi-objective
Problem

evolution
search

evolution
search

fitness
assignment

reproduction

mutation

competition

optimal
solution

1

2

3

4

Fig. 3. Operation of EA.
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To realize the previous descriptions, we characterize the mutations by replacing the individual
ki by

k
ðgþ1Þ
ij ¼ k

ðgÞ
ij þ Nð0; s2Þ; i ¼ 1; . . . ;w; j ¼ 1; . . . ; l; (22)

where g is the index of the generation number. An appropriate choice of the variable standard
deviation s would speed up the convergence of the evolution searching algorithm to the global
minimum of the cost function. A fixed s may encounter the difficulty that the search cannot
escape from the local solution. In contrast, a variable s makes the search more effective. The
process is suggested as follows. Initially, a population of w potential parent solutions ki; i ¼
1; . . . ;w; is chosen based on the selection criterion. Each parent creates an offspring k0

i; where k0
i is

determined by the following update criterion:

k0
i ¼ ki þ Nð0;s2Þ; (23)

s0 ¼ s expðzÞ; (24)

where z � Nð0;Ds2Þ is determined according to the normal distribution with zero mean and
variance of Ds2; in which Ds is the difference of s between the last two generations.

Accordingly, the values of all objective functions and constraints with respect to each offspring
are calculated. Each offspring solution k0

i is scored in light of the constrained multiobjective fitness
function f ðkÞ where f ð�Þ and k are defined, respectively, as in Eqs. (17) and (21).

Each solution k0
iði ¼ 1; . . . ; lÞ is evaluated against the other randomly chosen solutions from the

population. For each comparison, a winner is assigned if the solution’s score is higher than, or at
least equal to that of its opponent. The w solutions with the greatest number of winners are
retained to be parents of the next generation.

The stopping criterion adopted is to terminate the search process when jf ðgÞ
max � f

ðgÞ
minjo~�; where ~�

is the acceptable upper bound, f max ¼ maxi¼1;...;wf i and f min ¼ mini¼1;...;wf i: Otherwise, proceed to
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generate and examine the next generation. When the stopping criterion is attained, an individual
with the highest fitness in the converged population is picked up as the final solution.
6. Results and discussions

Since pure gradient tracks only cause the elongation of suspension system, whereas pure
irregular tracks mainly affect the acceleration and reflecting the ride quality, to simplify the
analysis and computer burden in the parameter search and incorporate the two kinds of track,
only the worst road condition, i.e. the irregular gradient track, is used as the platform for selecting
the optimal parameter set. The track is taken to be irregular with one percent gradient and the
forward speed v ¼ 19:4m=s: The PSD of the track vertical profile is defined by Eq. (1); f is
500 cycle/s; the roughness constant A1 is 0:00045 in2 cpf ; the break frequencies j1 is 0.0071 cpf;
and j2 is 0.04 cpf.

The duration of computer simulations is set to be 10 s. In the searching procedure of EA, 100
individuals are selected to be the population size for one generation. One hundred generations are
executed to validate the convergence of the proposed objective function.

Case 0 (Nominal parameter design [15,16]): The passive suspension parameters are designed to
pursuit acceptable ride quality, which give a typical power-carbody bounce frequency of 1.24Hz
and a trailer-carbody bounce frequency of 1.37Hz (with reference to the specification:
1.1–1.4Hz). The resulting design is listed in Table 1. The allowable stroke and static deflections
of the nominal designed suspension are listed in Table 2. The stroke for suspension unit is
constrained by the space limitation. From Table 3 we find that the overall acceleration of LRV is
0:3956m=s2 (r.m.s.) and the middle car (car 2) has the largest vertical acceleration. For each
carbody, acceleration at the end position is larger than that of the centre of gravity due to the
pitch effect. It is observed that the total deflections of every suspension are within the allowable
limits. Hence, the acceleration can be attenuated further by sacrificing the deflection of
suspensions. In the following cases, the EA searching scheme is adopted to search for a
Table 1

Weighting factors and final parameter values obtained for experimental cases

Item Parameter Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Weighting factor of three vehicles F 1 1 1 1 1

F 2 1 0.7 0.2 0.5

F 3 1 1 1 1

Secondary suspension k1 (N/m) 560000 450100 448800 449300 452800

of car 1 and car 3 c1 (Nn s/m) 29584 25200 25300 23800 23800

Secondary suspension k2 (N/m) 1092000 892100 876700 877500 878800

of car 2 c2 (Nn s/m) 50205 41200 42600 41200 40200

Primary suspension k3 (N/m) 2400000 2696100 2845900 2772900 2107900

of car 1 and car 3 c3 (Nn s/m) 11883 13600 12800 12700 13700

Primary suspension k4 (N/m) 3864000 3652600 3289100 4476400 3388000

of car 2 c4 (Nn s/m) 176673 184400 176200 179400 204500

Fi: weighting factor of the ith car.
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Table 2

Maximal suspension deflections on random gradient track (mm)

Item Deflection Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Allowable

Static deflection

Suspension of car 1 y4–y7 42.0435 37.4261 35.4561 36.3895 47.8697

y10–y4 128.737 160.1699 160.6338 160.4551 159.2148

Suspension of car 2 y5–y8 31.8227 33.6645 37.3850 37.4692 36.2937

y2–y5 102.283 125.2024 127.4017 127.2856 127.0973

Suspension of car 3 y6–y9 42.0435 37.4261 35.4561 36.3895 47.8697

y11–y6 128.737 160.1699 160.6338 160.4551 159.2148

Dynamic deflection

Suspension of car 1 y4–y7 2.1041 2.0112 1.9923 2.0084 2.1493

y10–y4 3.4265 3.7831 3.7598 3.8996 4.0103

Suspension of car 2 y5–y8 1.8015 1.7837 1.7938 1.7660 1.7808

y2–y5 1.8783 1.9605 1.9301 2.0006 1.8732

Suspension of car 3 y6–y9 2.1300 2.0412 2.0236 2.0428 2.1715

y11–y6 3.4617 3.7948 3.7596 3.9318 4.0094

Total deflection

Suspension of car 1 y4–y7 44.1476 39.4373 37.4484 38.3976 50.0189 55

y10–y4 132.1630 163.9530 164.3937 164.3546 163.2251 165

Suspension of car 2 y5–y8 33.6242 35.4482 39.1788 39.2352 38.0745 40

y2–y5 104.1614 127.1629 129.3318 129.2861 128.9705 130

Suspension of car 3 y6–y9 44.1735 39.4673 37.4797 38.4324 50.0411 55

y11–y6 123.1982 163.9646 164.3935 164.3869 163.2242 165

Table 3

Ride quality on the random track ðm=s2Þ

Item Vertical acceleration Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

On track

Acceleration of car 1 €y10 0.3981 0.3828 0.3819 0.3888 0.3972

€y1 0.2444 0.2214 0.2205 0.2248 0.2259

€y12 0.4927 0.4447 0.4435 0.4529 0.4294

Acceleration of car 2 €y13 0.4275 0.3911 0.3900 0.3979 0.3795

€y2 0.3903 0.3363 0.3342 0.3429 0.3219

€y24 0.4267 0.3878 0.3882 0.3960 0.3721

Acceleration of car 3 €y23 0.4820 0.4214 0.4193 0.4316 0.4097

€y3 0.2397 0.2319 0.2311 0.2358 0.2335

€y11 0.3745 0.3727 0.3705 0.3817 0.3884

Objective function J1 0.3920 0.3621 0.3611 0.3682 0.3620

of car 1, car 2 and car 3 J2 0.4152 0.3726 0.3717 0.3798 0.3588

J3 0.3786 0.3513 0.3495 0.3594 0.3527

Overall LRV f ð ~k; ~cÞ 0.3956 0.3621 0.3609 0.3692 0.3578

€yirms ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

PN
j¼1

€y2
i ðjtÞ

s
; T ¼ 10 ðsÞ:
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better solution which may improve the ride quality and compromise with the deflection of
suspensions.

Case 1: The passive suspension parameters are restricted within the range from 80% to 120%
of their nominal values set in Case 0 to examine the ride quality and check if the natural frequency
of carbodies still meets the specification. The weighting factors F1; F2; and F3 are equally set.
This means that we are equally concerned with the ride quality of three cars. From Table 3,
we find that the overall acceleration reduces to 0:3621m=s2 (r.m.s.). However, this result
only presents a slight improvement in the ride quality. Hence, it is necessary to assign
different weighting factors for three cars to make the necessary trade-off on the individual ride
quality.

Case 2: In case 2, the passive suspension parameters are also restricted within the range from
80% to 120% of their nominal values. The weighting factors F1; F2; and F3 are set to be 1, 0.7,
and 1, respectively. This means that the ride quality of the middle car is of major concern. In
Table 3, we find that the overall acceleration reduces to 0:3609m=s2 (r.m.s.). This result presents
only a slightly better ride quality.
Fig. 5. Acceleration of the bounce motion.
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Fig. 6. Angular acceleration of the pitch motion.
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Case 3: The passive suspension parameters are kept invariant as those in the previous cases. The
weighting factors F1; F2; and F3 are set to be 1, 0.2, and 1, respectively. The overall acceleration
increases to 0:3692m=s2 (r.m.s.).

Case 4: The weighting factors F1; F2; and F3 are set to be 1, 0.5, and 1, respectively.
From Table 3, the overall acceleration of LRV reduces to 0:3578m=s2 (r.m.s.). Consequently,
the ride quality is significantly improved by 9.56%. Obviously, all deflections of the sus-
pensions are enlarged and within the allowable values. The new passive suspension parameter
set gives the power-carbody bounce frequency of 1.16Hz and the trailer-carbody
bounce frequency of 1.28Hz. Figs. 5–7 illustrate the major transient responses of the centre of
gravity of carbodies. Deflections of all suspensions due to the irregular gradient track are
exhibited in Fig. 7.

The convergence of the objective function of evolution search is demonstrated in Fig. 8.
For comparison, the fitness value convergence of the binary coded GA with the same
scenario setting is illustrated in Fig. 9. It is seen that the EA converges in 65 generations,
whereas the GA did not attain steady after 100 generations. This shows the excellent efficiency of
the proposed EA.
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Fig. 7. Suspension deflections due to irregular gradient track.
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7. Conclusions

A systematic and effective optimization scheme for the design of vertical passive suspension of
an LRV by applying constrained multiobjective evolution algorithms is proposed. The multibody
dynamic model together with the proposed searching procedure makes it possible to optimize all
suspension spring and damping parameters even for a complex dynamics application such as the
LRV. We show that the proposed design is able to offer satisfactory ride quality while
maintaining the suspension deflections within the allowable levels on irregular gradient tracks. It
is further found that if the allowable workspace of suspension is expanded, the weighting factors
in objective function can be correspondingly modified to obtain different sets of suspension
parameters improving the ride quality.
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